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Introduction
Let (X, cϋ) be a P-harmonic space in the sense of Constantinescu-Cornea
[5] with a countable base. If we assume the Doob convegence property, the
proportionality axiom and the condition (A) (see [7]) on (X, °U), then (X, 'U)
has a Green function and every potential on X is represented by the Green
function with a Radon measure on X [7]. In this paper we consider the
following problem: if we assume the existence of a Green function k(x, y) on
(Xy V), what conditions derive the representation of all potentials by the function
k(x, y) with a Radon measure on X.
In 1979, A. Boukricha [3] proved that if any finite continuous potential
with compact harmonic support is represented by the function k(x, y) then the
proportionality axiom is satisfied. Furthermore, U. Schirmeier [9] proved
that if at least one bounded continuous strict potential is represented by k(x, y)
then the proportionality axiom is satisfied. In 1982, for a Brelot space H. Ben
Saad [1] proved that if the function k(x,y) is symmetric i.e. k(x,y)=k(y, x) or
if there exists an adapted cone P' of continuous potentials which are represented
by k(x,y) such that P'—P' is uniformly dense in C(K) for an arbitrary compact
subset KdX then every potential on X can be represented by the function
k(x,y) and also the proportionality axiom is satisfied.
We shall show, first of all in section 2 that for a general P-harmonic space
with a countable base which admits a Green function k(x, y), if the convex cone
Pl of all continuous potentials which are represented by k(x, y) is adapted, inf-
stable and separates points of X, we obtain the same conclusions as those of
H. Ben Saad. In section 3, we shall show that if there exists a second P-
harmonic space (X, CL7*) which has the Green function k*(x, y)=k(yy x) then the
convex cone P1 possesses the above properties. In section 4, we show that the
assumptions of A. Boukricha and U. Schirmeier for concluding the propor-
tionality axiom coincide with the assumption that the convex cone P
λ
 possesses
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the above three properties.
I would like to express profound thanks to Prof. Ikegami for proposing
these problems and pointing out some mistakes in the original version; further
I thank him especially for proving Proposition 4.2 and for very helpful discus-
sions. Let me also express my gratitude to the refree for valuable instructions
and recomposing the contents.
1. Preliminaries
Let (X, °ϋ) be a P-harmonic space (a harmonic space will be called P-
harmonic space if for any point x^X, there exists a potential^ such that p(x)>0)
in the sense of Constantinescu- Cornea with a countable base, where ^U denotes
the sheaf of cone of hyperharmonic functions.
Throughout this article we assume that constant 1 is superharmonic and
(X, °U) admits a Green function k(x, y) which possesses the following properties:
1) (%, y) ι-> k(x, y): XxX -> R+ is lower semicontonuous and finite con-
tinuous outside the diagonal,
2) ky: x\-*k(x,y) is a potential such that S(ky)={y} for every y^X
where S(ky) is the harmonic support of the function ky.
In this situation, we can easily show the next lemma by using the fact that
X has no isolated point ([5], p.31).
Lemma 1.1. For any point y^X, there is at least one point x^X such that
and k(x,y)>0.
We list some basic notations which are used in the text.
N: the set of natural numbers
R+ : the set of positive real numbers
R~+: = R+(J{+oo}
B(X) : the set of all Borel numerical functions on X
C(X): the space of all continuous real functions on X
S: the set of all superhamronic functions on X
P: the set of all potentials on X
Ab,A
+
,AK: the set of all functions in A which are bounded which are
positive, which have compact support, respectively
1A: the characteristic function of a set A
M+(X) : the set of all positive Radon measures on X
Mκ(X) '• the set of all positive Radon measures with compact supports on X
/»/*/ (ΓesP /«\/) means /M converges pontwise increasingly (resp. decre-
asingly)to/
: = sup (/(*),*(*))
: = inf (/(*),*(*))
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μ/\v(μ, v^M~*~(X)): the infimum of μ and v with respect to the order
relation μ<v(μ<v means μ ( f ) < v ( f ) for any/eC£(.XΓ))
μ\
 A: the restriction of a measure μ on A
6X: the unit mass (Dirac measure) at
QA: the boundary of A
2. The convex cone P
λ
Let P! be the convex cone defined by
where
kμ(x): = \ k(x, y) dμ(y), x^X.
Our purpose in this section is to prove that if Pl possesses the following proper-
ties:
i) P! is adapted, i.e. there exists po^Pi such that/>0>0 and for a
there exists q^P\ such thatp=o(q),
ii) P! is inf-stable, i.e. pι,p2^Pι implies pl/\p2^Pι,
iii) P! separates points of X, i.e. for every pair of points xly x2^X, Xι
there exist plyp?^P1 such that
then every potential on (X, CU) can be represented by the Green function k(x, y)
with a unique positive Radon measure on X and (X, cϋ} satisfies the proportion-
ality axiom (P) :
(P) : two potentials with the same one point harmonic support are propor-
tional.
We begin with some fundamental lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Ifkμ^P, μ^M+(X), then
S(kμ) = Supp μ .
Proof. To prove S(kμ)dSupp μ, we may assume Supp μ^=X. Let V
be a relatively compact open set such that J^C^Γ\Supρ μ. For each
Hl,(x) = J kμ(») dμΐ(z) = J [ J
where μ% is the harmonic measure on V at x and Hlμ, is the solution of the
(generalized) Dirichlet problem of kμ on V. Since j^Supp μ ky is a positive
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harmonic function on -3Γ\Supp μ. Hence
Hkμ, = kμ on V
and this means kμ is harmonic on X \Supp μ, that is S(kμ) C Supp μ. Assume
now that S(Aμ)ΦSuρρ μ. Then there is a point y in Supp μ\S(kμ). Let
fε Oi(X)j£l,f(y)=l and/=0 on S(kμ). Then
S(k(fμ))cSuppff}S(kμ) = 0
by the above result and k(fμ)<^kμ. Hence
*(//*) = 0.
On the other hand, by Lemma 1.1, for each point ^^Supp μ, there is at least
one point x&X, x^py such that k(x,y)>0. Since k(x9y) is continuous outside
the diagonal, there is a neighbourhood Uy of y such that x^Uy and k(x,y')>0
for each y'&Uy. Then
(*)ΦO.
This is a contradiction; hence S(kμ)=Supp μ.
Lemma 2.2. ([4], Prop. 1, ρ.2) Let E be a real vector space, E' be a sub-
space of E and V be a convex cone in E. If
E'+V=E,
then a linear functional I on E' such that
/>0 on E'ΠV
can be extended to a linear functional I on E such that
/>0 on V .
Let φ^Cί(X). For each u^V* we define
V>«\χ) da,
sup φ o
where [φ>a]:= {x^X φ(x)>a}. R% is called the reduced function of u over
φ (Mokobodzki's reduit [8]). It is known that R% is superharmonic and
S(Ru) C Supp φ if u is superharmonic.
Now we shall prove the next proposition by using Choquet's representa-
tion theorem on an inf-stable function cone.
Proposition 2.1. Let μ^Mκ(X) and φ^Cϊ(X) satisfy Supp μ Π Supp φ
= 0. Then there exists a unique μφ^M+(X) such that
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for all seS*,
and Supp μ^cSupp φ. If, in addition, ψ<\ on X and φ=l on dU for a rela-
tively compact open set UdX such that Supp μC.U, then
k*μ = k*μφ on X\U
 y
where
k*μ(y): = k(x,y) dμ(x)9
Proof. Obviously T: ίh->\ Rφ
s
 dμ is additive, positively homogeneous and
increasing on S+. Hence by the representation theorem of Choquet ([2], Prop.
1.4) we see that there exists a unique measure μφ£ΞM+(X) such that T(s)=
sdμφ for all s^S+. Since RΨS=R%, if s, s'^S
+
 and s=s' on Supp φ, we seeI
that Supp μφd Supp φ. To prove the last assertion of the proposition, let
y e X\U. Then for every x e U,
ky(x)>R*ky(x) = Γ R\ζ>*\x) da>{1 Rluy(x) da = Rluy(x) = kjx) .Jo Jo
Therefore Rly=ky on Supp μ, so that
k*μ(y) = J ky(X) dμ(x) =
Lemma 2.3. L^ί 9>eCί(Z), ^<1 αwrf /.teMJ(Z) satisfy Supp
Supp 9>=0. Γ/itfw Λ*^ w continuous on X.
Proof. If #$Supp φ, then the function y\-*R£y(x) is continuous on X (cf.
[6], Prop. 2.1). Let J0e^ be any point. If j>0$Suρρ μ, then there is a neigh-
bourhood Uy0 of jo such that k(xy y) is bounded on Supp μ X £7j,0. Then Rly(x)
is bounded for tf^Supp//, and y^UyQ. If j0eSuppμ, then yQ$ΞSupp φ.
Thus, for a relatively compact open neighbourhood UyQ of y0 such that ί7.y0 Π
Supp φ=Φ, k(x,y) is bounded on Supp φx Uy^ since 1^S+ and ky is a poten-
tial and is harmonic on X\Uyo. It follows that RJy(χ)=\ R^y>Λ\x)da is
bounded for x^X and y^UyQ. Hence, in any cace, (Rky)yeΰyo is uniformly
bounded on Supp μ. Thus, by Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem
lim k*μ (y.) = lim /&,.(*) dμ(x) = «,.(*)
for any sequence J^ -^ -
REMARK 2.1. T. Ikegami assumed that every potetnial with compact
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support can be represented by the Green function in his paper [6]. But the
continuity of the function
y H> Rky(x) , x $ Supp μ
is shown without this hypothesis there.
Lemma 2.4. For any p^P and
p(x) = sup
Proof. Since Rp(x)<p(x) for any φ€ΞCκ(X) with <£><!, we may assume
p(x)>0. Let h be a positive harmonic function on a neighbourhood U0 of x
such that λ(#)— 1. For any #>0, with α<^>(#), there is a relatively compact
open neighbourhood U of X such that t/C Z70 and ah<p on C7. Choose <£>GΞ
Cί(-Y) such that x $ Supp <p, <p < 1 on X and φ= 1 on 8 C7. Then Rφp(ξ) =p(ξ)>
ah(ξ) on QU. Since .R£ is superharmonic, it follows that Rp>ah on [/, in par-
ticular
Lemma 2.5. (cf. [1], Lemma 6) If σ,v^M+(X) and kσ=kv^P, then
σ=v.
Proof. First assume crAz^O. Then we can find increasing sequences
(K
n
)
nfΞN and (Ln)neN of compact sets such that KnΓ[Ln=Q for each n and
σ(K
n
)/σ(X), v(L
n
}/v(X). Let σ
n
=σ \
 KH, vn=v\ LH σ'n-=σ—σn and v'n=v—vn.
Then
k σ
n
—k v'n = k v
n
—kσ'
n
 on X\A ,
where A={x<ΞX\ k<r(x)=kv(x)= + oo}. Set p
n
=R(kσ
n
-kv'
n
)=R(kv
n
—kσ'n)
(see [5], pp. 39-40 for the definition of Rf). Then by [5], Proposition 4.1.5, we
see that^GΞP, pι^kσ
n
 and p
n
<^kv
n
. Hence, in view of Lemma 2.1,
S(p
Λ
) C S(k σ,) Π S(k v
n
) = Supp σ
n
 Π Supp
 VΛ = 0 .
This implies />»— 0, and that kσ
n
<k v'
n
 on ^Γ\^4. Since A is polar, it follows
that kσ
n
<kv'
n
 on JΓ. Letting w-»oo, we conclude that ^σ=0, namely σ=0.
Similarly we obtain z^=0.
In the genreal case, kσ=kv implies k(σ— v)+= k(y— σ)+. By the above,
we obtain (σ— v)+=(v— σ)+, and hence σ—v.
Lemma 2.6. Letρ^PΓ\ C(X) αndρ<k μ, k μ^Pl thenp^P^
Proof. (X, °ϋ+) is a balayage space in the sense of Bliedtner-Hansen [2],
and the map
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satisfies
1) Vl = kμ
2) Vf<=PΠG(X) and S(Vf) cSupp / for any f&Bϊ(X).
That is, V is the potential kernel associated with k μ. Hence by [2] Prop. 7.11,
there exists a g^B+(X) such that£<l and Vg=k(g μ)=p. Therefore
We set
and pdμ<oo, for every p<=P}
Q*: = {ftΞθ(X)\ I /| <£*μ for some k*μ<ΞQ*} .
REMARK 2.2. If v&Mί(X), φ<=Cί(X) and Supp z/ΠSupp φ=0, then
k*pφf=Q*.
Lemma 2.7. CK(X) c Q*.
Proof. It is enough to show that for any function / e Cκ(X) there eixsts
a function Λ*μeQ* such that/<Λ*μ.
Let r e Supp /. Then there exists a point Λ? e X, x Φ y and a neighbourhood
ίTy of j such that x$Uy and Λ(Λ?, j')>0 for each j 'e C/r Let ^ ,^2, "^J^ be
points in Supp / such that
and xly x2, •• ,xn^X be the points corresponding to y^y2ί ••••,%. which have
the above property. Let φ^C^X)^ φ^!9 φi=l on Oy. and xt&Supp φt
(;=l,2, ,n). We set
Then for each j> ^  Supp /, there is an Uy. such that y ^  Z7yf. and
Therefore, ^*/^/(j)>0 for all y e Supp/. Hence ck*μ'>f for some constant
έ:>0. Let μ=cμ'. Then ^V^Q* by Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.2.
Proposition 2.2. Lέtf /> e P, (kμ
n
)
neNc: Pl such that kμn/ρ (Λ-> c>o ) .
there exists a μ^M+(X) such that p=kμ.
Proof. If k*σ,k*v eQ* and Λ*σ <yfe*z/, then
J p dσ = lim \ k μndσ ~ lim I Λ*σ dμn<lim I« j « j n J
= lim 1 A )Lt
Λ
 rfz/ = \pdv .
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Therefore the map
/:Λ*σH» (pdσ: Q* -> R+
is additive, positively homogeneous, increasing functional and / can be extended
to a positive linear functional on Q*— Q*. This map will be denoted by / as well.
Let £:=Q*, E':=Q*-Q*9 V:=Q*Γ}C+(X). Then for each/eE, there
is a function k*μ^Q* such that | f\ <k*μ. Hence
f+k*μ£ΞV, -k*μ<=ΞE'
and
f = f+K*μ-K*μ
so that
EdE'+V.
The converse inclusion relation is trivial. Therefore
Then by Lemma 2.2, there exists a positive linear functional I on Q* such that
/~= / on Q*-Q* .
By Lemma 2.7 u\=t\Cκ(x) is a positive Radon measure on X.
For any &*z;€ΞQ*, let (U
n
)
nGN be an exhaustion of relatively compact open
sets of X such that
UttdUn+1, U UΛ = X, Supp z C Z/! .
»ejV
Let (ψ ,)..wCCί(JΪ), ψ.^1, ψ.= l on t/,,^  and ψ.=0 on X\C/
β
. Then
(1)
Choose 9?fteC
+(JΪ"), w=l, 2, ••-, such that φ
Λ
<l, φ
n
—l on ®U
n
 and <?>
n
=0 on
?/„_!. By Proposition 2.1,
-ι on
and hence
(l-ψ
n
)^z/<^ι/^-ι on X.
By Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.2.
and
»-ι = \ Rφp«-ι dv\0 (n-*oo) (2)
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becasuse
lim ί Λp -i dv = lim ί Γ P JRj*«-ι>β ] da\ dv<Yιm ( /ϊf^ -i </ι/ = 0.
Letting w->oo and by (1), (2)
l(k*v) = lim /(Λ/T
Λ
 ft*ι/) = lim μ(τK ft*^)
» n
= I lim Λ/T
Π
 ft*z/ dμ = I ft*ι; ί/μ = \kμdv.
Therefore
I ^ί/z; = I kμ dv
for every v&Mϊ(X) such that
Suppose there is a point x^X such that ^(^JΦft^Λ?). Then by Lemma
2.4, there is a function <peO£(JQ such that φ<l, #$Suρp φ and
J p dβφ
x
 = Rφp(x) *Rφkμ.(x) = J ft^ rf£? .
Since εφ
x
^Mκ(X) and Λ*β?eQ*, this is a contradiction. Hence p=kμ.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that for each φ^Cκ(X) there exists an increasing
sequence (kμ
n
)
n
^Nc:P1 such that
limkμ
n
 = Rφ on X
where
Rφ: = inf {we<U; u>φ} ([5], p. 39) .
Then for any p^P, there exists μ^M+(X) such that
p = kμ.
Proof. Let (φ
n
)
n(ΞNc: Cχ(X) be an increasing sequence of functions such
that
lim φ
n
 = p on X .
Then
Rψn/P (n-+oo) on X.
By the hypothesis of the lemma and Prop. 2.2, there exists a sequence (μ
n
)
neNc:
M+(X) such that
Rφ
n
 = kμ
ny nG:N .
Here k μ
n
^Pι (n^N) because Rφ
n
 is continuous on X ([5], Prop. 2.2.3). The-
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refore by Prop. 2.2, there is μ^M+(X) such that
p = kμ .
In the following we assume that the cone PI possesses the properties i),
ϋ) and iii) which we mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Lemma 2.9. Pl is linearly separating, i.e. for any xlyx2^X x^x2 and
, there is ap^Pl such that
Proof. Suppose there exists xly x2^X, #ιφ#2
 and /3>0 such that β P(XI)=
p(x2) for every jpePj. By the property iii) of Pλ there are pι,pz^Pι such that
P ι(xι) P 2(^2) ^ Pι(x2) p2(xι)- On the other hand
P1(x1)p2(x2) =
which is a contradiction.
Lemma 2.10. Let p^P^poX). For any φ<=Cκ(X] and £>0 there exist
pjp'^Pj, such that
Q<p-p'<φ<p-p'+p0ε on X.
Proof. The assertion follows from the assumptions on P
λ
 and Lemma 2.9
(cf. [2], Prop. 1.2).
Lemma 2.11. For each φ^Cκ(X), there exists an increasing sequence
(gn)n*N^Pl-Pl SUch that
lim g
n
 = φ on X .
Proof. Let p^Pi, p0>0. For each n(ΞN, there exists an fn^Pl— Pl
such that
O<f
n
<φ<f
n
+Poln on X
by Lemma 2.10. Since PI is inf-stable and
/. V/. =/.+/,-/.
^B = sup {/!,/„ -,
Then (gtt)asκ is increasing and
Q<g
a
<.φ<,g
n
+p0lin on X,
Theorem 2.1. Assume that pi possesses the properties ϊ), ii) αrerf iii). Then
for any p^P, there exists a unique positive Radon measure μ such that
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p = kμ.
Proof. For any φ^Oκ(X), by Lemma 2.11, there exists
such that
gn/ φ (n-*°o) on X.
Then
Rg
n
 / Rφ (n-*o°) on X.
We set
g»: = kμ
n
—kμ'
n
,
Then
by [5], Proposition 4.1.5 and Theorem 5.1.1. Therefore, by Lemma 2.6 Rg
n
^
PI. Thus the hypothesis of Lemma 2.8 is fulfilled, and hence there exists
such that
p = kμ.
The uniqueness of representation follows from Lemma 2.5.
Theorem 2.2. If we assume that P
λ
 possesses the properties i), ii) and iii),
then (X, V) satisfies the proportionality axiom (P).
Proof. Let p&P such that S(p) = {y} with y&X. Then there exists
μ^M+(X) such that p=kμ by Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.1, we see that
Supp μ= {y} , so that μ=a 8y for α>0. Hence p= a ky.
3. The case where there exists the dual P-harmonic structure
In this section, we shall prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Assume that there exists a second P-harmonic space (X, CL7*)
such that k%: y*->k(x,y) is a potential with harmonic support {x} with respect CL7*.
Then P! possesses the properties i), ii) and iii) in section 2.
Hereafter we assume the existence of such (X, ^U*). The reduced func-
tion of we^U*"1- over φ^Ob(X) with respect to ^U* will be denoted by R*φ.
Lemma 3.1. Set P
κ
= {kμtΞP^
 μ<=M£(X)}. For any p^PKί 6>0 and
any compact set KdX, there exist q^PK
 and a compact set K'dX such that
q<β on K andp=q on X\K'.
Proof. Let (U
n
)
nGN be an exhaustion of X by relatively compact open sets
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such that O
n
c:U
n+1 and Supp μdU^ Choose φn^C
+(X), n^N, such that
φ
n
<\ on X, φ
n
=l on X\U
n
, Supp φ
n+1Γ\ Un=0 and φn>φn+ι Let p=kμ,
μ^Mκ(X). Applying Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 to the P-harmonic space
(X, °U*), we find
 μ*
φ
 f=M+(X) such that
for all positive superharmonic functions s with respect to Ct7*, kμ*φ»^O(X) and
kμ** =kμ on Z\C7
rt. Set qn=kμ*
φ
». Since Supp μ*φ»=S(q
n
)dU
n
U S(kμ)
= U
ny qn(=PK. Furthermore, since Supp φn Π t/«-ι=0, ?„(*)=$ Rί*Λ dμ<
\ Rk*{U"~l dμ for all x(ΞX. For each χ(ΞX, R^UH^ \ 0 uniformly on Supp μ
as w->oo. Hence ί»\0 (n->oo). By Dini's theorem, this convergence is uni-
form on K. Therefore, given £>0, there is N^N such that qN<ε on K.
Thus, q=qN and K'=UN satisfy the required conditions.
Lemma 3.2. P
λ
={ Σp
n
^O(X);p
Λ
<=P
κ
, ntΞN}.
»=1
Proof. It is easy to see that PI is included in the set of the right hand
side. To porve the converse inclusion, let
p=Σkμ
n
<=C(X) With μ
a
^M+
κ
(X).
n=l
Since p is a potential (cf. [5], Proposition 2.2), it is sufficient to show that
00 00
μ= Σ μ
n
 is a Radon measure, i.e., Σ μ
n
(K)<°° for any compact set KdX.
»=1 »=1
As in the proof of Lemma 2.7, we can find v^Mκ(X) such that k*v^C(X)
and &*z/ > 1 on K. Then
ΣJ
»=1
Proof of Theorem 3.1:
i) By the proof of Lemma 2.7 considered with respect to (Xy *U*), for any
compact set KdX there exists μ
κ
^Mκ(X) such that kμ
κ
^P
κ
 and 0<fe/ΛA <l
oo
on X". Let (K
n
)
n
eN be a compaat exhaustion of X and let />0— Σ2~"kμKn.
Then />0^ ι by Lemma 3.2 and p0>0 on X
oo
Next, let p= Σ Λ <Ξ PI with ^>
Λ
 e P
κ
. For each Λ e N there is w# e N such
»
=1
 W
Λ
that Σ p
n
<2~k'1 on jfiΓA. Let &= Σ/>Λ. Then pk^PK, Hence by Lemma
n=m +1 n=l
3.1 there are qk^PK and a compact set K'k<^X such that ^<2~*~
1
 on ^  and
^=^
Λ
 on X\Kί. Set yA= ^ + Σ ί«
 Then
 ^
e
^i by Lemma 3.2.,
on Kk and ?*=/> on Jί\^ί. Then q: = *Σqk^Pι For any £>0, choosing
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with m>l/8, we see that
q> Σ3 qk = mp>8~
1p on X\ U K(,
which means that p=o(q). Therefore P
λ
 is adapted.
ii) Let kv^kvz^Pι and set q=kv1/\kv2. Consider the map /: P$=
R+ defined by
We show that / is increasing, i.e., \ qdσ<\ qdμ if k*σ<k*μ. Set μl=
μ\tki*i>ki*2i and μ2—μ—μι Since the set of all potentials for
 CU* has the Riesz
decomposition property (cf. [5], Theorem 5.1.1), there exist potentials qf , q* for
c
ϋ* such that
q*<k*μι, q$<k*μ2 and f^ +?* = k*σ .
By Lemma 2.6 applied for CU*, there exists σly σ2^Mκ(X) such that f^ =k*σι
and qf=k*σ2. Then by Lemma 2.5 applied for cϋ*, σι+σι=σ. Hence,
I q dσ = I qdσi+\ qdσ2
< \ kvzdoΊ+Λ kvldσ2 — I q? dv2+\ qf dvl
< I k*μidv2+\ k*μ2dvl= \kv2dμl+\kvldμ2
= J q dμ
λ
+\ q dμ2 =
Then / can be extended to a positive linear functional on P*— P$, which will
be again denoted by /. Let
for some k*μϊΞPί} .
Then C^(Ji)cQf by Lemma 2.7, and by the same argument as in the proof
of Proposition 2.2, we obtain a positive linear functional / on Q$ such that
ι>dμ for all
where z>— /|
c
^(^) Then, again by the same argument as in the last part of
the proof of Proposition 2.2, we see that kv=q^P Γ\C(X). Hence P
x
 is inf-
stable.
iii) Let xl9 x2^X, Xι^px2. By Lemma 2.7 applied for *U*, there is
such that^(Λ?2)=l. Since Λ*Φ pfa) k*2, there is y^X such that
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kf2(y). Hence, by Lemma 2.4 applied for ^U*, there exists φ^Cκ(X) such that
φ<\ on X, y&Supp φ and
Thus
and kε$φ^P1 by Remark 2.2 applied for £U*. Hence P! separates points of X.
In view of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain the following corollaries:
Corollary 3.1. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1, for any p^P
there exists a positive Radon measure μ such that p=kμ.
Corollary 3.2. Under the same sasumptions as in Theorem 3.1, both (X, CU)
and (X, V*) satisfy the proportionality axiom.
REMARK 3.1. Let (X, V) be a P-Brelot space with a countable base which
admits a Green function k(xyy). If k(x,y) is symmetric, then we can take
cU*=c[Jt Therefore, Corollary 3.1 and 3.2 are extensions of [1], Theorem 9
and 10, respectively. In case k(x, y) is not necessarily symmetric, Theorem
3.1 shows that the existence of the dual P-harmonic structure °U* is a sufficient
condition for the existence of the convex cone .P' considered in [1], ρ.47.
REMARK 3.2. T. Ikegami [6] proved that if any potential p with compact
harmonic support is represented as^>— kμ with a Radon measure μ, then there
exists the dual P-harmonic structure CU*. Thus, in view of Theorem 2.1 and
3.1, the condition that Pj satisfies i), ii) and iii) in section 2 is equivalent to the
existence of the dual P-harmonic space (X,
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X=RnxR(n^N) and consider the harmonic space
(X, V) induced by the heat equation
« =ι Qxt ot
It is well known that
W((x, t), (y, s)) = [4π(t-s)]"<* 4(t-s)
( 0,
ί>,
is a Green function for (X, ^U) satisfying conditions in section 1, and further-
more, PF*((#, ί), (y, s))= W((y, s)y (x, t)) is a Green function for the harmonic
space (X, cϋ*) induced by the adjoint heat equation
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Thus we can deduce the possibility of the representation p= Wμ for any poten-
tial p on (JSΓ, CU) from Corollary 3.1, and the proportionality axiom for (X, *U)
from Corollary 3.2.
4. Some equivalent conditions
In this section, we are first concerned with the following three conditions:
(B) (cf. [3]) Any continuous potential p with compact harmonic support
is represented asp=kμ with a Radon measure μ on X.
(S) (cf. [9]) At least one bounded continuous strict potential fa is repre-
sented as p0=k\ with a Radon measure X on X.
(Pi) PI possesses the properties i), ii) and iii) in section 2.
By the Theorem 2.1, condition (P^ implies conditions (B) and (S). If we
assume condition (B), then PI contains all continuous potentials with compact
harmonic support, so that the conclusion of Lemma 2.10 holds by [5], Theorem
2.3.1. Hence the same arguments as in section 2 leads to the conclusion of
Theorem 2.1, in particular, condition (S).
The implication (S)=Φ(P!) is essentially proved in [9]. In fact, [9], Satz 2
contains the following result:
Proposition 4.1. If we assume condition (S), then P
λ
 coincides with the set
of all continuous potentials.
In view of [2], II, Proposition 5.2 and [5], Proposition 2.3.2, the st of all con-
tinuous potentials possesses the properties i), ii), iii) in section 2, so that we
obtain the implication (S)^^).
Thus we have shown
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions in section 1, conditions (B), (S) and
j) are equivalent to each other.
The proof of [9], Satz 2, or our Proposition 4.1, is based on the following
results:
Lemma 4.1. ([9], Satz 1). If we assume condition (S), then (X, <U) has
the Doob convergence property.
Lemma 4.2. ([9], Lemma 3). Under the assumptions in section 1, (X, ^U)
possesses the property (A) of K. Janssen [7],
Lemma 4.3. ([9], Lemma 4). If we assume condition (S), then (X, ^U)
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satisfies the proportionality axiom.
The conclusion of proposition 4.1 then follows from [7], Theorem 3.4.
By this observation, we can also state
Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions in section 1, the proportionality axi-
om together with the Doob convergence property is equivalent to any one of the
conditions (B), (S), (Pi).
REMARK 4.1. We do not know whether the proportionality axiom implies
the Doob convergence property or not, under the assumptions in section 1.
In the rest of this section, we shall be concerned with the proof of Lemma
4.3. In the proof of [9], Lemma 4, the following result is used:
Proposttion 4.2. Let p0 be a bounded continuous strict potential on X and
let V be the associated potential kernel (cf. [2]). Then for any s^S+ and any open
set U in X, there exists (g
n
)
n(ΞNc:Bΐ(X) such that gn=0 on X\U and V8n/Rus
on X.
This result is shown in [9], Bemerkung 2 (p. 73), by probabilistic argu-
ments. Here we shall give a proof of this proposition which does not appeal to
the probability theory.
Let V=(V
Λ
)
Λ>0 be the submarkov resollvent of kernels on X such that
and the set E
v
 of all F-excessive functions on X coincides with ^^ (cf. [2], II,
Theorem 7.8). For an open set U in X, define
Wuf=V(fl
u
)
ί
 f<ΞB(X).
Lemma 4.4. Wu is a bounded kernel and satisfies the complete maximum
principle.
Proof. Since Wul<V\ <p0, W
u
 is bounded. Next, suppose Wuf<Wug
+a on [/>0] for at=R+J,ge B(X). Then V(f\
u
)<V(g\
u
)+a on [/1I7>0].
Since V satisfies the complete maximum principle ([2], II, Propostion 7.1), this
inequality holds on X, and hence Wu f<Wu g-\-a on X. Thus Wu satisfies
the complete maximum principle.
By this lemma, there exists a (unique) submarkov resolvent of kernels
Λ
^ on X such that W%=WU ([2], II, Theorem 7.7).
Lemma 4.5. Given s^S+, there exists (f
n
)
n
^NaBl(X) such that Vfn/s
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Proof. Lets
Λ
=sΛn*ndf
n
=n(s
n
-nV
Λ
s
u
). Then Vf
n
=nV
n
s
n
/s (n->oo).
Lemma 4.6. For any α>0 andf(=BΪ(X), a WU
Λ
 Vf<Vf on X.
Proof. Let h=a(Vf-a WU
Λ
 Vf). Then Wu h=a WU
Λ
 Vf. Hence Vf>
Wu h—V(h\u) on [A>0]. Then the complete maximum principle for V implies
thztVf>WuhonX.
By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, we obtain
Corollary 4.1. Any s^S+ is Wu-supermedιany i.e., a W
υ
Λ
 s<s for all a>0.
For s^S+, let ,%=sup a WU
Λ
 s. By the above corollary, S
σ
<s.
Λ>0
Lemma 4.7. Wu s
σ
= Wu s for any s(ΞS+.
Proof. For simplicity, we omit super- or subscript U. Let s
n
~s/\n.
Since leS4", s
n
^S+, so that β W
β
s
n
<s
n
 for any /3>0 by the above corollary.
Therefore W
β
 s
n
<β~1s
n
-^Q as β-^oo. Thus, letting β-^oo in the resolvent
equation Ws
n
=W
β
 s
n
+β WW
β
 s
n
, we obtain
Ws
n
 = lim β WW
β
 s
n
<Ws.
β->«»
Hence, H^y=sup Ws
n
<W§<Ws, which shows the lemma.
Lemma 4.8. For any x0^ U, lim a VJxQ)
Proof. Choose f&Cϊ(X) such that /<! on J£,/(#0)=l and /=0 on
X\U. For any £>0, there exist continuous potentials^, q such that
Q<p-q<f<p-q+S on X
([5]), Theorem 2.3.1). Since a V
Λ
ρ-*p, a V
Λ
 q-*q and a V
Λ
 1^ 1 as α->°o, it
follows that a F* /->/(«-» oo). On the other hand,
a V
Λ
 l(x,)>a VJ(x,)+a V
Λ
Hence, 1 >l+Hm a V
Λ
(x0y X\U), which implies the required assertion.
Λ-><»
Lemma 4.9. s
σ
— s on Z7.
Proof. Let #0e ί7. Then, for any
= lim {a V
Λ
(s
m
\
v
) (x0)+a VΛ(smlx\ϋ) (x0)} .#-><*>
By Lemma 4.8,
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Hence s
m
(x0)= lima VΛ(smlu) (x0). By Lemma 4.7, we see that VΛ(smlu)=
r*(S
m
lu), where *„=($.)„. Hence
Letting m—>°°, we have i(#0)<Stf(,v0). Since £#<$, it follows that s=Sσ on Γ7.
Proof, of Proposition 4.2. Let (f
n
)
n
<=NClBi(X) be the sequence given in
Lemma 4.5, and set h
n
 = » (Vf
n
-nWζ VfM), n(=N. Then hn£ΞBΪ(X) and
V(h
n
\
u
)=Wuh
n
=nW% Vf
n
/s
v
(n-*™) by Lemma 4.6. Hence S^eV* and by
lemma 4.9, we see that S
σ
>R^. On the other hand, F(A
Λ
l^)<ί— Λf on fλ
Since R? is Γ-dominant ([2], II, Proposition 7.1), it follows that V(h
n
\
v
)<Ru
s
on X, and hence §
σ
<R^. Therefore, §u=R^9 so that gn=hnlUί n^N, satisfy
the required conditions.
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